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Abstract. The deregulation of the electricity markets produced significant economic benefits. Improving their efficiency is
a prominent scientific challenge. We focus onwholesale electricity markets, in which generators sell electricity to a public
agency by means of a central auction. The multi-agent literature studies these markets according to two main approaches, each
one providing a different level of expressiveness. The firstapproach, based on game theory, provides a formal analysis of the
markets, allowing one to find the optimal generators’ strategies in simple market models (e.g., omitting the auction mechanism).
The second approach, based on multi-agent simulations, assumes that generators implement simple learning algorithms. This
approach allows one to tackle complex market models, but no formal result on the optimality of the solution is provided inthe
literature. In this paper, we provide an algorithmic game theory study that improves the state of the art related to both the two
previous approaches. Concerning the first approach: we enrich the game theoretic models available in the literature by introducing
the auction mechanism, we provide an algorithm to solve the auction winner determination problem and an efficient algorithm to
compute generators’ optimal strategies. Concerning the second approach: we formally study the dynamics of learning generators
analyzing the convergence to the optimal strategies.

1. Introduction

The deregulationof electricity markets producedsig-
nificant economic benefits [9,11], reducing electricity
prices to customers and opening several opportunities
for new actors, e.g., new generators and retailers. In
different deregulation processes the institutions and the
market design are often very different but many of the
underlying concepts are the same [10]. These are: sep-
arate the functions ofgenerationand retail from the
natural monopoly functions oftransmissionanddistri-
bution, and establish awholesale electricity marketand
a retail electricity market. In the wholesale electrici-
ty market competing generators offer their electricity
output to retailers. Then the retailers re-price the elec-
tricity and take it to the market. When customers can
choose their supplier from competing electricity retail-
ers, a retail electricity market exists (a study of this
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market can be found, e.g., in [20]). In a large number
of markets (e.g., in Italy), a no profit public agency
acts as mediator between generators and retailers: it
buys electricity from the generators and sells it to the
retailers without producing revenue. This agency aims
at assuring that the electricity demand is always satis-
fied and at controlling the electricity transfer along the
grid. Instead, in some markets, retailers buy electricity
directly form the generators.

Wholesale markets and electricity grid are strictly
correlated. In particular, wholesale electricity markets
are geographically structured inzonesaccording to the
grid. In each zone, generators, retailers, and customers
act. Its surface is usually large (more than 104 Km2).
Each zone has a specific wholesale market, calledzonal
market[10]. Different zonal markets are not decoupled.
The public agency can transfer electricity form a zone to
another, e.g., buying electricity units from a given zone
where the price is low and transfer it to another zone
where the price is high. Thepricing schemeis based on
the congestion of the links connecting different zones
of the grid [10]. Basically, in each zone the price per
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electricity unit is unique and, if the link connecting
two zones is not saturated, they must have the same
price per electricity unit, otherwise the prices can be
different.

To provide an overview of the functioning of an effi-
cient competitive wholesale electricity market, it is nat-
ural to distinguish between theshort-runoperations co-
ordinated by the public agency andlong-rundecisions
that include investment and contracting. A system of
contracts can provide the connection between short-
term operations and long-term investment built on mar-
ket incentives. Long-term trades are contracts simi-
lar to power purchase agreements and generally con-
sidered private bilateral transactions between counter-
parties. Instead, short-term trades are coordinated by
a public auction mechanism. Short-term trades are ex-
ploited by the public agency to balance supply from the
demand. Two main short-term markets exist [10]: the
day-ahead market, where electricity is bought for the
day after, and thelast-hour market, where electricity is
bought for the next hour. In this paper, we focus on the
day-ahead market. This is ruled by a sealed-bid central
auction supported by an electronic marketplace, called
electricity market manager(EMM) [9], that acts on the
behalf of the public agency.

In the auction, the generators submit bids to the elec-
tronic marketplace, each specifying the price per unit of
electricity in a given zone [9,21]. Then, the electronic
marketplace chooses the optimal set of generators’ bids
to accept in the attempt to minimize theclearing price
(i.e., the price it pays to the generators) under the con-
straints that the entire customers’ demand is satisfied.
In doing so, it can take into account also the possibility
of buying electricity from a zone and to transfer it to
another zone without violating the capacity of the links
in the grid and it is also subject to the zonal pricing
scheme discussed above.

In the scientific community there is a large interest in
studying wholesale electricity markets to improve their
efficiency. Customarily, these markets are modeled by
means of microeconomic tools [7] in which we distin-
guish themechanismthat defines the interaction rules
(in our case the auction mechanism) of the agents (in
our case the generators) and thestrategiesthat specify
the behavior of the agents. Each agent is assumed to
be rational, aiming at maximizing its expected revenue.
The solution of a microeconomic problem is a strategy
profile specifying a strategy for each agent such that
agents’ strategies are in equilibrium. Nash equilibrium
and its refinements are the most common equilibrium
concepts. These concepts are based on assumptions

(e.g., agents have complete information over the pa-
rameters of their opponents) that are hardly verified.
However, agents can play equilibrium strategies as the
result of a process of learning, e.g., by playing iterative-
ly its own best response [7]. This makes the study of
Nash equilibria interesting also when the underlaying
assumptions do not hold.

The search for equilibria in wholesale electricity
markets and their analysis can lead to a number of con-
crete advantages for all the involved actors. In particu-
lar:

– each generator can find its optimal bid in each
zone, increasing thus its expected revenue;

– the public agency can optimally plan how to im-
prove the capacity of the grids and avoid the pos-
sibility that generators form a cartel;

– customers can save money because prices get
smaller.

Furthermore, the search for equilibria is on the basis of
the design of autonomous agents that act on the behalf
of generators in the auction. This automation could
lead to more efficient agreements than those reached
by human beings [23]. The study of wholesale elec-
tricity markets is carried on in the multi-agent literature
according to two main approaches.

The first approach refers to microeconomics [6,11,
12]. Information is assumed to be complete, at least as
a first approximation. (More precisely, the demand is
common knowledge, being communicated by EMM to
the generators. The capacity of each generator’s facili-
ty and the marginal costs are commonknowledge, since
the generators can accurately estimate them and the
EMM is directly informed by generators about them.)
According to this approach, the literature studies a sim-
plified model of the market without considering any
auction mechanism. Wholesale markets are modeled
as a refinement of the classic Cournot oligopoly [7],
wherein the generators choose only the amount of elec-
tricity to sell, while the price is determined as a function
of electricity demand and supply. The mathematical
model is expressed as a linear complementarity pro-
grammingproblem and its solution is found by employ-
ing commercial operational research solvers. The main
result is that there is always a unique Nash equilibrium
where the prices charged by all the generators are the
same. The advantage of this approach is that it provides
a formal analysis of the market, finding strategies that
are proved to be optimal. The drawback is that it does
not capture the auction mechanism and thus strategies
that are optimal in the model may be not optimal in
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real-world applications. For instance, we shall show
that in the presence of the auction mechanism opti-
mal strategies can prescribe that generators necessarily
make different bids.

The second approach refers to multi-agent based
simulations [1,15,17,27,29,31]. According to that,
each actor within the market is an agent that continu-
ously adapts/learns its behavior given the behavior of
the other agents. In multi-agent based simulation, time
is discretized in turns and at each turn the behavior of
each agent is found. In particular, the agents’ behavior
is usually expressed as a set of rules whose inputs are
the previous states of the agents. These rules can im-
plement simple adaptive techniques [28] or sophisticat-
ed learning algorithms [2,18]. The simulation evolves
starting from an initial state (usually, randomly gener-
ated) and reaching a stable state. The simplicity of the
multi-agent based simulation paradigm allows one to
model complex situations much richer than those con-
sidered in the previous approach (e.g., with continu-
ous double auctions [19,24]). However, no theoretical
guarantee or bound over the convergence to the optimal
generators’ strategies is provided in the literature.

In this paper, we provide an algorithmic game the-
ory study of wholesale electricity markets.1 On the
one hand, we refine the market model proposed in [11,
12] and we provide an efficient algorithm to compute
agents’ equilibrium strategies. On the other hand, we
formally study the convergence of the strategies of
learning agents to the equilibrium. In particular:

– we enrich [11] by introducing the model of the
auction mechanism wherein generators can make
bids and the public agency chooses the optimal
set of bids to accept determining also the optimal
electricity transfer among the zones;

– we provide a greedy algorithm for the auction win-
ner determination problem when there is a unique
zone and we formulate such problem as a mixed-
integer linear mathematical programming problem
when there is more than one zone;

– we provide an efficient algorithm based on best
response search with tabu list [25] for the compu-
tation of a Nash equilibrium, we show that there
are multiple equilibria, and we characterize them;

– we resort to evolutionary game theory tools to
study formally the convergence of learning gener-
ators to Nash equilibria in a simple market model.

1A preliminary version of this paper has been published in [3].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents the market and the adopted auction model.
Section 3 proposes a mathematical programming for-
mulation for solving the winner determination problem
of the auction. Section 4 game theoretically studies the
market, proposes two solving algorithms, and charac-
terizes Nash equilibria. Section 5 studies the game in
an evolutionary fashion. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. The wholesale market model

In this section, we first review the most common
microeconomic model for wholesale electricity mar-
kets [11] and then we enrich it by introducing the model
of the real-world central auction mechanism [9].

The literature provides several microeconomic mod-
els for wholesale electricity markets. The most expres-
sive ones are extensions of the work proposed in [11],
e.g., in [12] pollution permissions are captured. They
all consider the market as an oligopoly, neglecting the
auction mechanism. In these models, timeslots for day-
ahead market have fixed length. For the sake of sim-
plicity, in this paper we build on [11]. The refinements
of [11] that we propose can be easily applied to its
extensions. The market model is composed by three
elements: thegrid, theplayers, and thepricing scheme.

The grid is divided inzones. We denote byZ =
{z1, . . . , zm} the set of zones. In real-world settings
the number of zones is rather small, e.g., in Italy they
are thirteen. We denote bylzi,zj

the directed link along
which electricity flows fromzi tozj . Each linklzi,zj

has
a capacityTzi,zj

measured in MW that can be different
fromTzj ,zi

. We denote bytzi,zj
the amount of electric-

ity actually transferred fromzi to zj ; tzi,zj
is measured

in MW. Flows are such that0 6 tzi,zj
6 Tzi,zj

and
for any pair(zi, zj) with zi 6= zj , if tzi,zj

> 0, then
tzj ,zi

= 0, andvice versa. That is, if an amount of elec-
tricity is transferred along the linklzi,zj

, no electrici-
ty can be transferred along the reverse linklzj ,zi

. For
simplicity, if no directed link connects zoneszi andzj ,
we setTzi,zj

= 0 MW. Each market can present spe-
cific peculiarities. For instance, in the Italian market,
for any pair(zi, zj), there is a unique path connecting
them. We assume that there is no loss of electricity in
the transmission and that the electricity transmission is
costless.

The players acting in the market belong to three
different classes:generators, customers, and apublic
agency. We denote byG = {g1, . . . , gn} the set of
generators. Each generator can have facilities in differ-
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Fig. 1. An electricity market with four zones (z1, z2, z3, z4) whereintzi,zj
s are strictly smaller than the related capacitiesTzi,zj

s. The four
zones constitute a unique macro zone (denoted by the dashed line).

ent zones. We denote bycgh,zi
the cost per electricity

unit for generatorgh in zonezi; cgh,zi
is measured in

/MW . Furthermore, we denote byQgh,zi
the capaci-

ty of gh in zi; Qgh,zi
is measured in MW. Each genera-

tor gh sells inzi an electricity amountqgh,zi
, measured

in MW, such that0 6 qgh,zi
6 Qgh,zi

. The utility of
generatorgh is its profit. We consider generators to
be rational autonomous agents able to maximize their
profit. Customers are not explicitly modeled since they
do not strategically act in the wholesale market. We re-
call that they act in the retail market. For the wholesale
market, we consider only the cumulative customers’
demand of electricity in each zonezi and we denote it
by Dzi

. (Our study can be applied also when demand
Dzi

is a function of the electricity price inzi.) We
assume that the customers’ demand over all the zones
can be always satisfied given the generators’ and the
transfer grid’s capacities. This assumption is common
in existing/prior literature dealing with electricity mar-
ket models [11]. The purchase of the electricity from
the generators is accomplished by a public agency. It
is calledunique purchaserand we denote it byu. A
reservation priceRP such thatu will pay no more than
RP per electricity unit is introduced. This agency is no
profit and its aim is to minimize the electricity prices in
the zones under the constraint that the customers’ de-
mand is entirely satisfied and the capacity of the grid’s
links is not violated. It is commonly assumed thatu
knows the capacities of all the generators and of all the
grid links.

We focus on the pricing scheme. Electricity markets
commonly adopt azonalpricing scheme [10] based on
the congestion of the links between zones (it is used
in several countries, e.g., Italy and USA). This pricing
scheme imposes that:

– all the electricity bought within a zone is paid with
the same price per electricity unit, saidclearing
price and denoted bypzi

;
– if no link between zoneszi and zj is saturated,

then these two zones have the same clearing price,
i.e.,pzi

= pzj
.

We define the concept ofmacro zone. This concept is
well defined once the amounts of transferred electricity
are chosen. A macro zoneM ⊆ Z is a maximum set
of zones such that the electricity transfer over the links
connecting any pair of zones belonging toM is strictly
smaller than the corresponding link’s capacity. By def-
inition, all the zones belonging to the same macro zone
have the same clearing price. Consider, for instance,
Fig. 1. There are four zones and the electricity transfer
over all the links is strictly smaller than the correspond-
ing capacities. Therefore, there exists a unique macro
zone composed of all the four zones. Consider now
Fig. 2. We havetz2,z3 = Tz2,z3 , whereas the electricity
transferred over the other links is strictly smaller than
their capacities. Therefore, there are two macro zones:
the first one is composed of{z1, z2}, while the second
one is composed of{z3, z4}.

We now introduce the central auction mechanism [9]
(this mechanism is used in several countries, e.g., Italy
and USA). The sale of electricity is based on a sealed-
bid reverse auction supervised by an electronic market-
place, i.e., EMM, denoted bym. In the auction,m acts
on the behalf ofu. The sellers, in our case the genera-
tors, can make a bid for each zone in which they have
facilities. We denote bybgh,zi

the bid ofgh in zi. Each
bid specifies exclusively a price per unit of electricity.

Given the set of received bidsBzi
s for each zonezi,

agentm must choose the bids to accept and the amount
of electricity to buy from each generator whose bid has
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Fig. 2. An electricity market with four zones (z1, z2, z3, z4) whereintz2,z3 = Tz2,z3 , whereas the electricity transferred over the other links is
strictly smaller than their capacities. There are two macrozones (denoted by the dashed line).

been accepted. (We recall that the capacities of the
generators are known byu.) We call B∗

zi
the set of

accepted bids in zonezi. The aim is to minimize the
money paid byu to buy the electricity needed to satisfy
the overall customers’ demand. To tackle this mini-
mization, the electricity transfer is kept into account.
Due to the pricing scheme, the clearing price in a macro
zone is equal to the largest accepted bid. Furthermore,
in real-world markets, given a macro zone,u buys the
largest possible amount of electricity from all the gen-
erators whose bids are strictly smaller than the clearing
price in such macro zone.

Given the above microeconomic model, two prob-
lems need to be addressed. The first one is the deter-
mination of the optimal set of bids thatu accepts. This
problem is commonly known in literature aswinner de-
termination problemand a large number of works study
it. For instance, this problem is studied in depth in
combinatorial auctions [4]. However, the situation we
are studying cannot be reduced to those presented in the
literature because of the adopted zonal pricing scheme.
This pushes us to develop anad-hocalgorithm. The
second problem to be addressed is the determination
of the optimal strategies of the generators in the auc-
tion. We address these two problems in Section 3 and
Section 4, respectively.

3. Solving the winner determination problem

In this section, we provide two algorithms for solving
the winner determination problem. In particular, we
show in Section 3.1 that, when there is a unique zone,
the winner determination problem can be formulated
as a fractional knapsack problem and can be solved by
a greedy algorithm in a time that isO(n log n) where
n is the number of bids in the zone. When there are
multiple zones, the problem is harder. In Section 3.2

we show that it can be formulated as a mixed-integer
linear programming problem (MILP) and solved by
employing commercial operational research solvers.

3.1. The single zone case

Formally, given the set of bidsBzi
, the aim is to

determine the amountsqgh,zi
s of electricity to be bought

from each generatorgh such that:

– the customers’ demand is entirely satisfied, i.e.,
∑

h qgh,zi
= Dz,i;

– no generator can sell an amount of electricity larger
than its capacity, i.e.,qgh,zi

6 Qgh,zi
;

– the clearing price is equal to the largest accepted
bid, i.e.,pzi

= max{B∗

zi
};

– for all the bidsbgh,zi
smaller thanpzi

, the maxi-
mum amount of electricity is bought, i.e.,qgh,zi

=
Qgh,zi

;
– the clearing price is minimized, i.e.,min pzi

.

The above problem can be formulated as afractional
knapsack problem[16]. This last problem is defined
as follows: given a knapsack with capacityV and ma-
terials of different values per volume unit, we need to
find the most valuable combination of materials which
fit in the knapsack. We are allowed to take fractions
of materials. The resolution is greedy. We start with
the material that is most valuable per unit volume and
take as much as possible of it until it runs out. If there
is still space available in the knapsack we take the sec-
ond most valuable per unit volume item and we take
as much as possible of it. We continue this procedure
until the space available of the knapsack runs out. This
technique was proposed by Dantzig in [16].

In our case, at first we rank the bids inBzi
in in-

creasing order. In the case, two or more bids are equal,
we rank them in increasing order in the costs of the
corresponding generators. We need to impose this or-
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Fig. 3. Optimal accepted bids with a unique zonezi.

dering because, as we shall show in Section 4.1, with
different orderings there could be no Nash equilibrium.
If multiple generators have also the same costs, then
the corresponding bids are ranked randomly. The set
B∗

zi
of bids to be accepted is computed iteratively as

follows. At iterationh = 0, B∗

zi
is an empty set. At it-

erationh-th,B∗

zi
is composed of the firsth bids accord-

ing to the above ordering. The algorithm stops either
when the sum of the capacities of the generators whose
bids are inB∗

ri
are equal to or larger than the demand

Dzi
(formally, Dri

6
∑

h:bgh,zi∈B∗

zi
Qgh,zi

) or when

B∗

zi
contains all the bids and demand is not satisfied

(formally,
∑

h Qgh,zi
< Dzi

). In the first case,u buys
the maximum amount of electricity from all generators
whose bids are accepted except from the one whose bid
is bmax,zi

, i.e., the maximum bid inB∗

zi
. From this gen-

erator,u buys only the amount of electricity needed to
satisfy exactly the demand. The clearing price is equal
to bmax,zi

. In the second case,u buys the maximum
amount of electricity from all generators.

Consider, for instance, Fig. 3:Dzi
= 7, there are

four generators whose bids arebg1,zi
= 4, bg2,zi

= 2,
bg3,zi

= 5, andbg4,zi
= 2.5 and whose capacities are

Qg1,zi
= 2.5, Qg2,zi

= 3, Qg3,zi
= 3.5, Qg4,zi

= 2,
respectively. The bids are ranked in increasing order
and the accepted bids arebg1,zi

, bg2,zi
, andbg4,zi

. The
clearing price ispzi

= 4. The amounts of electricity
bought byu areqg1,zi

= 2, qg2,zi
= 3, andqg4,zi

= 2.
The above algorithm sorts the bids inBzi

and then
scans them until the customers’ demand is entirely sat-
isfied. The computational complexity of the first step
of the algorithm isO(n log n), while the computational
complexity of the second step isO(n). As a result,

the computational complexity of solving the winner
determination problem when there is a unique zone is
O(n log n).

3.2. The multiple zone case

When there are multiple zones, the problem cannot
be reduced to a fractional knapsack problem because
of the pricing scheme. In this case, we formulate the
winner determination problem in a mathematical pro-
gramming fashion. At first we sort the bids in each
single zone in increasing order as we made in the pre-
vious section. This allows us to provide a more com-
pact mathematical programming formulation. In the
absence of this sorting, we would need a larger number
of variables and constraints and this would make the
problem resolution harder. For the sake of presenta-
tion, we rank the generators in each zone in increasing
order in their bids and we rename parametersbi,h, Qi,h

and variablesqi,h according to such ordering. More
precisely, we callG(i) the ordered set of the generators
in zonei. bi,h denotes the bid of theh-th generator in
G(i) (that is, the generator with theh-th highest bid),
Qi,h denotes the capacity of theh-th generator inG(i),
andqi,h denotes the amount of electricity sold by the
h-th generator inG(i).

For the sake of simplicity, we provide our mathe-
matical programming formulation by degrees. Initial-
ly, we provide the formulation for solving the winner
determination problem when no electricity transfer is
allowed and subsequently we allow for it. We intro-
duce a binary variablesi,h ∈ {0, 1} for each generator
h in zonezi. The value ofsi,h is equal to one if bid
bi,j is accepted, i.e., whenqi,j > 0. Given a zonezi,
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we can formulate the winner determination problem as
follows:

min pi (1)

0 6 qi,h ∀h ∈ G(i) (2)

qi,h 6 si,h · Qi,h ∀h ∈ G(i) (3)

si,h+1 · Qi,h 6 qi,h ∀h ∈ G(i) (4)

si,h · bi,h 6 pi ∀h ∈ G(i) (5)

∑

h∈G(i)

qi,h = Di (6)

where Eq. (2) assures thatqi,h is positive; Eq. (3) as-
sures thatqi,h is equal to zero ifsi,h is equal to ze-
ro (i.e., when the bid is not accepted); Eq. (4) assures
that if a strictly positive amount of electricity is bought
from generatorh + 1, then the amount of electricity
bought from generatorh is equal to its capacity; Eq. (5)
assures that the clearing pricepi is equal to the largest
accepted bid; Eq. (6) assures that the demand is entirely
satisfied. The objective function expressed in Eq. (1)
is the minimization of the clearing princepi.

We allow for electricity transfer. For simplicity, we
useti,j in the place oftzi,zj

andTi,j in the place of
Tzi,zj

. We introduce a binary variablevi,j ∈ {0, 1}
for each pair of zones. The value ofvi,j is equal to
one if zi andzj belong to the same macro zone. The
mathematical programming formulation is:

min
∑

i∈Z

pi · Di (7)

0 6 qi,h ∀i ∈ Z, h ∈ G(i) (8)

qi,h 6 si,h · Qi,h ∀i ∈ Z, h ∈ G(i) (9)

si,h+1 · Qi,h 6 qi,h ∀i ∈ Z, h ∈ G(i) (10)

si,h · bi,h 6 pi ∀i ∈ Z, h ∈ G(i) (11)

0 6 ti,j ∀i, j ∈ Z (12)

ti,j 6 Ti,j ∀i, j ∈ Z (13)

Ti,k − ti,k + tk,i 6 (Ti,k + Tk,i) · vi,k
(14)

∀i, k ∈ Z, i 6= k

∑

lh,k∈ path(i,j)

(vh,k − 1) 6 vi,j − 1

(15)
∀i, j ∈ Z, path(i, j)

M · (vi,k + vk,i − 2) 6 pi − pk
(16)

∀i, k ∈ Z, i 6= k

pi − pk 6 M · (2 − vi,k + vk,i)
(17)

∀i, k ∈ Z, i 6= k, ∀i, j ∈ Z, h 6= k,

Qi,h(sj,k + vi,j + vj,i − 2) 6 qi,h

h ∈ G(i), k ∈ G(j), (18)

bj,k−1 < bi,h < bj,k < bi,h+1

∑

h∈G

qi,h +
∑

k∈Z

tk,i −
∑

k∈Z

ti,k = Di

(19)
∀i ∈ Z

where Eqs (8)–(11)are the same Eqs (2)–(5)defined for
each zone inZ; Eqs (12) and (13) assure thatti,j is in
the range[0, Ti,j]. Equation (14) forcesvi,j to be equal
to one if the link fromi to j is not saturated. Notice
that these constraints are defined only for the pairsi, j
such that there exists a direct link connecting them.
In the case there is no direct link connection between
the pairi, j, Eq. (15) assures that two zones belonging
to the same macro zone have the same clearing price.
More precisely, they forcevi,j to be equal to one if
there is at least a path of non-saturated links fromi to
j. The notationlh,k ∈ path(i, j) means that the links
lh,k belong to the path betweeni andj. Equations (16)
and (17) force clearing pricespi andpj to be the same
if no link on the path fromi to j is saturated.M is
a arbitrarily large value. Equation (18) assures that
within a macro zone, if a bidbh,k is accepted, then
the amount of electricity bought from the generators
whose bids are smaller thanbh,k is the maximum one.
Finally, Eq. (19) assures that customers’ demand is
satisfied in every zonei considering both the amount of
electricity bought ini and the one transferred towards
and fromi. The objective function expressed in Eq. (7)
is the minimization of the amount of money paid to the
generators to satisfy the entire demand.

Finally, we notice that, for the simplicity of the for-
mulation, we have not constrainedti,j to be equal to
zero if tj,i is strictly positive. Once we have solved
the above mathematical programming problem, we can
consider the electricity transfer from zonei to zonej
as: ti,j − tj,i, if ti,j − tj,i > 0, and zero, otherwise.
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4. Searching for Nash equilibria

In this section, we provide efficient algorithms to
compute agents’ equilibrium strategies. In Section 4.1,
we study the wholesale electricity market, reducing it to
a game with a finite number of actions. In Section 4.2,
we present two algorithms: the first one to compute all
the Nash equilibria and the second one to compute a
Nash equilibrium.

4.1. Game Theoretical Analysis

In this section, we consider the auction as a non-
cooperative game and we study the problem of finding
generators’ equilibrium strategies. Our interest is pri-
marily in pure strategy equilibria, being considered to
be more satisfactory for this setting [11,22]. The litera-
ture provides a number of algorithms for the computa-
tion of Nash equilibria [14], e.g., Lemke-Howson’s and
Govindan-Wilson’s. However, these algorithms pro-
duce mixed strategy equilibria and can be applied only
to finite games. Therefore, we cannot use them to solve
our game, the number of generators’ actions being in-
finite and equilibria to be found being in pure strate-
gies. In what follows, we game theoretically analyse
our game showing that:

1. there could be no equilibrium when the ranking
over the generators that we employ in our algo-
rithm to solve the winner determination problem
is different from the one described in the previous
section,

2. the wholesale electricity market can be reduced
to a finite game,

3. the reduced game always admits at least one equi-
librium in pure strategies.

We study the first point. It is well known that any
finite game admits at least a Nash equilibrium in mixed
strategies [7]. The same result does not hold for games
with infinite actions. For this class of games, assump-
tions on the continuity of the utility functions are re-
quired [7]. In our game these assumptions do not hold
when the ranking over the generators is different from
that discussed in Section 3. We state the following
theorem.

Theorem 4.1. In solving the winner determination
problem, given a zonezi, if bidsbgh,zi

s are not ranked
in increasing order in the price and, in the case they
have the same price, in increasing order in the costs of
the corresponding generators, the game may not admit
any Nash equilibrium.

Proof. The proof is based on a counter-example. (It
is similar to the proof of equilibrium non-existence in
Bertrand’s oligopoly with two firms whose costs are
different and where, given that the two firms make the
same price, the customers are not fully assigned to the
firm with the smallest cost [7].) Consider a setting
with a unique zone, two generatorsg1, g2, D = 5,
cg1

= 0, cg2
= 1, andQg1 = 6, Qg2 = 7. When bids

are ranked as prescribed in Section 3 (i.e., ifbg1 = bg2 ,
thenbg1

≺ bg2
becausecg1

< cg2
), the unique Nash

equilibrium prescribesbg1 = bg2
= 1. If instead the

ranking is the reverse, there is no equilibrium. Indeed,
there is no equilibrium whenbg1

> cg2
, sinceg2’s best

response isbg2
= bg1

− ε (with ε arbitrarily small but
different from 0) and, in turn,g1’s best response is
bg1 = bg2 −ε. There is no equilibrium whenbg1

6 cg2
,

since there not exists the optimal value forbg1
. This

is because theg1’s utility function is not continuous in
the neighborhood ofbg1 = cg2

. 2

We study the second point. We show that we can
limit the study of the problem to the case wherein the
generators’ bids belong to a finite discrete set. We state
the following theorem in the case of a unique zone.

Theorem 4.2.Every pure strategy equilibrium in a
game with a zonezi and a setG of generators is equiv-
alent in terms of payoffs to a pure strategy equilib-
rium in the reduced game wherein the bidbgh,zi

of
each generatorgh is equal either to the cost of any
generatorgk, zi with cgk,zi

> cgh,zi
or to RP , i.e.,

bgh,zi
∈ {cgk,zi

: cgk,zi
> cgh,zi

} ∪ {RP}.

Proof. The proof develops in three steps. First, it
can be easily observed that each generator never bids
a price smaller than its cost. Thus, for each generator,
we can exclude all the prices that are strictly smaller
than its cost. Second, if there exists a pure strategy
equilibrium wherein all the generators sell electricity,
then it can be easily observed that the clearing price
is RP . Otherwise, the generator whose bid isbmax,zi

could improve its utility by biddingRP . If there exists
a pure strategy equilibrium wherein at least a generator
does not sell any electricity, then the clearing price is the
minimum cost, saycmin, of the generators that are not
selling. Otherwise, if the clearing price is larger than
cmin, then the seller whose cost iscmin could improve
its utility by bidding a price less than the clearing price
and greater than its cost. Thus, the sets of possible
bids of each generator contains at least the costs of all
the generators plus the reservation price. Third, given
an equilibrium in pure strategies, if a generator bids
a price strictly smaller than the clearing price, then
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1, 0

(a) (b)
5, 0

1 , 0

Fig. 4. Payoffs in the reduced game without (a) and with (b) cgh
+ εs. Italic payoffs denote Nash equilibria,x+ denotesx + δ whereδ > 0 is

very small.

this equilibrium is equivalent in terms of payoffs to all
the equilibria where such generator bids prices strictly
smaller than the clearing price. All the bids except the
generators’ costs andRP can be excluded. 2

The above theorem shows that the problem of find-
ing equilibria in the original game wherein each gen-
erator can bid a real-valued price can be reduced to the
problem of finding equilibria in a finite game. This is
because “essentially” all the equilibria in the original
game are equilibria also in the reduced game.2 Howev-
er, thevice versadoes not hold, since the reduced game
contains more equilibria than the original one. Consid-
er for instance a simple setting with a unique zone, two
generatorsg1, g2 and withcg1

= 0, cg2
= 0.2, RP =

1, Qg1 = 6, Qg2 = 7, D = 5. Figure 4(a) reports the
generators’ payoffs as calculated by the winner deter-
mination algorithm discussed in Section 3 for each pos-
sible agents’ joint actions. Notice that there are two
Nash equilibria:(cg2

, cg2
) and(RP, RP ). However,

in the original game(RP, RP ) is not a Nash equilib-
rium, sinceg2 can make a bid belonging to the range
(cg2

, RP ) and gain more than zero. This problem aris-
es when the clearing price is exactly the cost of a gener-
ator. In the reduced game, this generator is indifferent
between bidding its cost or something different. In-
stead, in the original game, the strategies are in equilib-
rium only if such generator bids exactly its cost. In or-
der to avoid this problem, we use a mathematical trick:
in the reduced game for each generatorgh we substitute
cgh

in the set of possible bids withcgh
+ ε whereε > 0

is arbitrarily small. As Fig. 4(b) shows, the introduc-
tion of this action removes the problem and makes the
original game and the reduced game equivalent.

We report the extension of Theorem 4.2 to settings
with multiple zones (the proof is omitted, being similar
to the proof of Theorem 4.2; the theorem holds also in
the presence of multiple macro zones).

2With “essentially” we mean that the strategies that are bothpart of equi-
libria in original game and not contained in the reduced gameare equivalent in
terms of payoffs to strategies that are of equilibrium both in the original and in
the reduced game.

Table 1
Non-normalized payoff matrix in the case whereinD < Qg1 +Qg2
andmax{Qg1 , Qg2} < D

g2

cg2 + ε RP

cg2 Qg1 (cg2 + ε − cg1 ), Qg1(RP − cg1 ),
g1 (D − Qg1 )ε (D − Qg1 )(RP − cg2)

RP (D − Qg2)(RP − cg1 ), Qg1(RP − cg1 ),
Qg2(RP − cg2 ) (D − Qg1 )(RP − cg2)

Theorem 4.3.Given a setZ of zones and a setG of
generators, the original game wherein the generators
can make real-valued bids is equivalent to the reduced
game wherein the bidbgh,zi

of each generatorgh be-
longs to{cgk,zl

: cgk,zl
> cgh,zi

} ∪ {cgh,zi
+ ε, RP}.

This last result shows that we can safely limit the search
for equilibria to the reduced game preserving all the
equilibria.

We study the third point. We prove that the game
always admits at least a pure strategy equilibrium in the
special case in which there are two generators operating
in a zone. The generalization for arbitrary settings is
an extension of the special case. We state the following
theorem.

Theorem 4.4.The game with two generators operat-
ing in a unique zone always admits at least a pure
strategy equilibrium.

Proof. The bottom-line of the proof is: we normalize
the payoff matrix (see, e.g. [5]) and then we show that
the normalized game isdegenerate. A degenerate game
is equivalent to a perfect-information extensive-form
game and then it admits at least a Nash equilibrium
in pure strategies [5]. We limit the proof to the case
whereinD < Qg1 + Qg2

andmax{Qg1 , Qg2} < D.
In the other cases, the proof is analogous. We notice
that theg1’s action cg1

+ ε is strictly dominated and
therefore can be removed. As a result, we obtain a
two-player game wherein each player has two actions.
The payoff matrix is reported in Table 1. In order to
normalize it, we consider the definition of normalized
payoff matrix. Figure 5 reports the relation between
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Relation between a non-normalized (a) and a normalized (b) payoff matrix.

a non-normalized payoff matrix (a) and a normalized
one (b). A game is said degenerate if at least one payoff
amonga − c, d − b, α − γ, and δ − β is equal to
zero. Therefore, since in our gamed − b = 0, it is a
degenerate game. The thesis of the theorem follows.2

4.2. Solving algorithms

In this section, we present two algorithms for com-
puting Nash equilibria, we experimentally evaluate
them, and we discuss the properties of the equilibria.

Since our aim is the determination of pure strate-
gy equilibria and the game can be reduced to a finite
game, we can resort to search techniques based on best
response. Specifically, we developed two algorithms
based on best response search with tabu list [25]. Best
response search is easy: iteratively, it considers a strat-
egy profileσ = (σg1

, . . . , σgn
) and it checks whether

or notσ is a Nash equilibrium. This is accomplished
by checking, for each generatorgi, whether or not
σgi

∈ arg maxs Ugi
(s, σ−i) wheres is any possible

combination of bids ofgi in any possible zone andσ−i

is strategy profileσ once strategyσi has been removed.
In the caseσ is not a Nash equilibrium, the algorithm
considers a new strategy profileσ′. The new strategy
profileσ′ is computed selecting an agenti, computing
its best responseσ′

gi
givenσ−i, and substitutingσgi

in
σ′ with σ′

gi
. Since the best response search can enter

in an infinite loop, a tabu list is employed to keep trace
of the checked strategy profiles and to avoid to con-
sider them in future iterations. As a consequence, the
algorithm is guaranteed to terminate.

The first algorithm we developed, calledstatic best
response search(SBR), entirely computes the matrix
of agents’ payoffs by employing the winner determina-
tion algorithm for each possible strategy profile in the
reduced game and subsequently employs best response
search with tabu list to find all the Nash equilibria. The
computational time needed bySBRresults very large
even for searching for a single Nash equilibrium and
the most of the time is spent to build the payoff matrix
(see Table 2). The experimental results reported in the
table are averaged in 10 runs and were produced with a
1.4GHz CPU and 512MBytes RAM under Matlab. For

m, n > 3 the computational time is larger than3600 s.
This is mainly due to the large number of winner deter-
mination problems that must be solved, the time need-
ed for solving a single winner determination problem
keeping relatively small. To overcome this problem,
we developed an alternative algorithm, calleddynamic
best response search(DBR), that dynamically builds
the matrix of payoffs during the best response search
with tabu list (a similar approach was followed in [13]).
DBRstarts with an empty matrix of payoffs, considers
a strategy profileσ, computes only the payoffs needed
to check whether or notσ is a Nash equilibrium and, in
the latter case, considers a newσ′ as above. The result
is a drastic reduction of time needed for finding a single
equilibrium as showed in Table 2. Although the time
needed for the computation of the entire payoff ma-
trix rises exponentially in the size of the problem, the
time needed byDBRfor finding a single equilibrium is
polynomial in the size of the problem. Notice that the
computational time needed byDBR for finding all the
equilibria is larger than the one needed bySBR. This is
because at each stepDBRrequires the determination of
the outcomes whose payoffs are to be computed.

With a large number of generators (more than 50),
DBR cannot solve the problem in a reasonable time
(< 3600 s). However, its efficiency can be drastically
improved. InDBR, in order to check whether a strat-
egy profileσ is a Nash equilibrium, we need to com-
pareUgi

(σi, σ−i) with respect toUgi
(s, σ−i) for all the

possibles of every agentgi. More precisely,σ must
define a bid for each zone in which the generatorgi

has a facility. The number of possible strategiess for a
generatorgh isO(fw) wheref is the overall number of
facilities in the grid andw is the number of facilities of
generatorgh. When the number of generators is large,
DBR algorithm cannot afford the problem. However,
it can be easily shown that a large number of possible
s can be discarded because they provide the generator
with a utility that is not larger than that provided byσi.

The idea is the following. We call̄bgh,zi
the bid of

generatorgh in the zonezi belonging to the strategy
profileσ. During the best response algorithm we should
compareσ with respect to the strategy profiles in which
bgh,zi

assumes each possible value of the set{cgk,zl
:
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Table 2
Computational times (in seconds) needed to find equilibria wherem is the number
of zones andn is the number of generators.SBR= static best response search.
TC = time needed for computing the entire the payoff matrix. TC+first =
as TC plus finding a Nash equilibrium. TC+all= as TC plus finding all the
Nash equilibria.DBR= dynamic best response search (‘first’ and ‘all’ refer to
equilibria)

setting SBR DBR
TC TC+first TC+all first all

m = 2, n = 2 0.26 s 0.26 s 0.26 s 0.04 s 0.26 s
m = 3, n = 2 7.88 s 7.88 s 7.94 s 0.37 s 7.96 s
m = 2, n = 3 13.42 s 13.43 s 13.68 s 0.24 s 13.87 s
m = 3, n = 3 314.65 s 314.70 s 374.58 s 0.58 s 463.58 s

cgk,zl
> cgh,zi

} ∪ {cgh,zi
+ ε, RP} (see Theorem 4.3).

In the four following cases we can drastically reduce
the number of strategiesσs to be considered.

– b̄gh,zi
is accepted and̄bgh,zi

< pzi
.

∗ The possible bids in the range[cgh,zi
+ ε, pzi

]
can be discarded, becausegh cannot increase its
current utility. Indeed, forbgh,zi

< pzi
, both the

amount of electricity sold bygh and the clearing
price are the same ones withbgh,zi

= b̄gh,zi
.

Instead, forbgh,zi
= pzi

, the clearing price is the
same, but the amount of electricitygh sells can
be smaller.

∗ The possible bids in the range(th, RP ], where
th is the smallest bid for whichgh sells no elec-
tricity, can be discarded because the utility of
gh strictly decreases. The valueth can be com-
puted by removing bid̄bgh,zi

from σ and solv-
ing the associated winner determination prob-
lem. The valueth is the lowest bid higher than
the clearing prince related to zonezi in this last
problem.

– b̄gh,zi
is not accepted

∗ The possible bids in the range(pzi
, RP ] can be

discarded, becausegh cannot increase its current
utility. More precisely,gh sells no electricity.

∗ The possible bids in the range[cgh,zi
+ ε, th),

whereth is the largest bid for whichgh sells
an amount of electricity equal to its capacity,
can be discarded because the utility ofgh is the
same it receives withbgh,zi

= th. We can use
this criterion as a stopping criterion during the
computation of the best response: we consider
the values in decreasing order from the clearing
price on and we stop when we find a bid for
which generatorgh sells an amount of electricity
equal to its capacity.

By employing the above reduction, we can find gener-
ators’ optimal strategies in wholesale markets with one
hundred generators and ten zones by one hour.

From the experimental analysis of the properties of
the Nash equilibria computed bySBRwith games with
ten generators, it emerges that the pure strategy equi-
libria can be of two classes. We callmonotonicthe first
class andnon-monotonicthe second class. The two
terms refer to the relationship between the orderings
over the generators’ costs and bids. We define them on
a unique macro zone. The monotonic ordering class is
such that the generator that bids the clearing price is the
one that has the maximum cost among the generators
that are selling; instead in the non-monotonic ordering
class the generator that bids the clearing price is not
the one that has the maximum cost among those are
selling.

Equilibria belonging to these two classes can co-
exist in a single game. Their (co)existence depends
on the values of the parameters. Different equilibria
can give generators different payoffs and, in general,
equilibria cannot be ranked by employing Pareto dom-
inance, as they are all Pareto efficient. In what fol-
lows, we report an example in which some equilib-
ria belong to the monotonic class and others belong
to the non-monotonic class. These equilibria present
the same clearing prices, but give generators different
payoffs. The example is characterized by one zone
z1, and three generators denoted byg1, g2, and g3.
The marginal costs arecg1

= 0.1, cg2
= 0.2, and

cg3
= 0.3. The capacities of generators areQg1

= 0.7,
Qg2 = 0.2, andQg3

= 0.2. The EMM’s reservation
price isRP = 0.4 and the cumulative customers’ de-
mand in the zonez1 is D = 1. We report one equi-
librium for each class and we discuss their differences
and characteristics. We obtain an equilibrium belong-
ing the monotonic class when the generators’ bids are
bg1 = 0.1, bg2 = 0.2, andbg3

= 0.4. We can ob-
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serve thatbgi
6 bgj

when cgi
< cgj

. We obtain an
equilibrium belonging the non-monotonic class when
the generators’ bids arebg1

= 0.4, bg2 = 0.2, and
bg3

= 0.3. We can observe that, in this case,cg1
< cg2

and cg1
< cg3

but bg1
> bg2

and bg1 > bg3 . When
the monotonic equilibrium is played, the generators’
payoffs areUg1

= 0.21, Ug2
= 0.04, andUg3

= 0.01,
while when the non-monotonic equilibrium is played,
they areUg1

= 0.18, Ug2 = 0.04, andUg3
= 0.02. The

social welfare (SW ) is the sum of all generators’ pay-
offs (SW =

∑

i Ugi
) and when the monotonic equi-

librium is playedSW = 0.26, while when the non-
monotonic equilibrium is palyedSW = 0.24. The
clearing price of the two equilibria is the same, being
p = 0.4.

We briefly compare the equilibria in our model and
those in the model presented in [11] according to our
experimental results. First, in our model the equilibria
can be more than one and can give generators differ-
ent payoffs, while in [11] there exists always a unique
equilibrium. Second, the implicit assumption, made
in [11], that all the generators charge the same price
does not hold in our model, where some settings do
not admit any equilibrium satisfying such assumption.
From these considerations, it follows that our extension
captures the strategic situation wherein generators com-
pete in the auction more appropriately than the model
presented in [11].

5. Evolutionary dynamics analysis

In this section, we resort to evolutionary game the-
oretical tools [5] in order to analyse the dynamics of
evolutionary/learning agents. We recall that evolution-
ary game theory provides formal tools, based on dif-
ferential equations such asreplicator dynamicsandad
hocsolution concepts, to model and study evolutionary
agents. A refinement of this tool, presented in [30],
allows us to study also learning agents. Our aim is
double:

– theanalysisof the behavior of evolutionary/learn-
ing agents to show whether or not they converge
to play a Nash equilibrium, and

– the selectionof an equilibrium when the game
admits multiple equilibria.

In Section 5.1, we introduce the basic concepts of evo-
lutionary game theory. In Section 5.2, we study the
dynamics of evolutionary agents and we analyse the
basic case with one zone and two generators in detail.
In Section 5.3, we show how the analysis changes in
the case of learning agents.

5.1. Evolutionary game theory

Evolutionary game theory combines game theory to-
gether with evolutionary dynamics. It assumes that:
the agents are not rational, the game is repeated, and
the agents’ strategies evolve during the game repeti-
tions. More precisely, each agent is modeled as an ide-
ally infinite population in which each individual plays
a pure strategy (i.e., an action). For each action, the
ratio between the number of individuals playing such
action and the number of all the individuals of the agent
is considered. This value belongs to[0, 1] and the sum
of the ratios related to all the actions of a agent is ex-
actly one. The ratio related to a given action changes
during time on the basis of the utility expected from
playing such action. The basic idea is that each individ-
ual replicates: the larger the expected utility, the larger
the replication. Therefore, actions that perform better
than others lead to a larger replication, increasing their
corresponding ratio and decreasing the ratio of the oth-
er actions. The “natural” game theoretic interpretation
is that the population ratio playing a given action cor-
responds to the probability with which such action is
played. Evolutionary game theory tools can be applied
only to games with a finite number of actions. Different
models of replication can be employed. We refer to the
most adopted one: the replicator dynamics.

The central evolutionary game theory solution con-
cept is theevolutionary stable strategy(ESS). A strate-
gy is an ESS if it is a dominant strategy also during the
evolution of the population. Formally an ESS is defined
as follows. Suppose that a large population of individ-
uals plays a strategy profileσ whereσ = (σ1, . . . , σn)
specifies a strategy for each agent. Suppose that this
population is invaded by a small number of individu-
als playing strategyσ′ whereσ′ = (σ′

1, . . . , σ
′

n). The
population ratio playing this last strategy profile is
ǫ ∈ [0, 1]. When an individual of agenti is playing
the game against random chosen opponents, the chance
that it is playing against an individual that playsσ−i is
1 − ǫ andσ′

−i is ǫ. Strategy profileσ is an ESS if for
all σ′ 6= σ there exists someδ ∈ [0, 1] such that for all
ǫ ∈ (0, δ) and for all the agentsis we have:

Ui(σi, (1−ǫ)σ−i+ǫσ′

−i)>Ui(σ
′

i, (1−ǫ)σ−i+ǫσ′

−i)

whereUi is the utility of agenti. The condition for all
ǫ ∈ (0, δ) expresses that the population ratio playingσ′

needs to be sufficiently small. The concept of ESS is
stronger then Nash equilibrium. This is because each
ESS is a Nash equilibrium, but thevice versadoes not
hold: Nash equilibria may be not ESSs. Therefore,
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ESS refines Nash equilibrium and provides a “natural”
criterion to select one Nash equilibrium when multiple
exist. We recall the relationships between Nash equi-
libria in the game, ESSs, and steady states in the evolu-
tionary model: each Nash equilibrium in the game is a
steady state in the evolutionary model, each ESS is an
asymptotically stable state, but asymptotically stable
states on the boundary may not be ESS.

Another central concept of evolutionary game theory
is the evolutionary stable strategies set(ESSet). An
ESSet is a non-empty and closed set of strategy profiles
that are Nash equilibria. This set is asymptotically
stable and each evolutionary trajectory that is far from
the ESSet less thanǫ never goes farther thanǫ from the
ESSet (ǫ is defined asǫ ∈ (0, ǭ) with ǭ = (0, 1)).

We recall that a game may not admit any ESS and
ESSet. In this case, the agents’ strategies reach a lim-
it cycle without converging to any Nash equilibrium.
An example is the rock-paper-scissor game, where the
agents strategies reach a limit cycle and do not converge
to the unique Nash equilibrium strategies where each
player makes every action with a probability of1/3.

5.2. Evolutionary agents’ strategy dynamics

We study the dynamics of the strategies of evolution-
ary agents in the model of wholesale electricity market
we proposed in Section 2. The appropriate replication
model is the replicator dynamics:

ẋi,s = xi,s

[(

es − xT
i

)

Pix−i

]

wherexi,s is the ratio of individuals of generatorgi

that plays actions, xi is the vector containing all the
ratiosxi,s of generatorgi, es is a vector of zeros but
one in the position related to actions, Pi is the payoff
matrix ofgi, x−i is the vector of ratios for all the other
generators,̇xi,s is the derivative ofxi,s with respect to
time. The value of the replication factor ofxi,s depends
on how actions performs with respect to the other
actions available to generatori. We recall thatxi,s is
interpreted as the probability with which generatori
makes actions.

Since replicator dynamics can be applied only to
games with a finite number of actions, we apply it to
the reduced game we discussed in Section 4.1. At first,
we summarize the results of our evolutionary game
theoretical analysis and, then, we report the details for
a specific case. The results are:

– every pure Nash equilibrium found in Section 4.2
either is an ESS or belongs to an ESSet, in which

all the equilibria are equivalent in terms of expect-
ed utility for the agents;

– evolutionary agents always converge to a Nash
equilibrium and limit cycles are never reached.

The sketch of the proof follows. As discussed in the
proof of Theorem 4.4, the game is degenerate. The
degeneracy is essentially due to the presence of a large
number of actions that are indifferent in terms of ex-
pected utility, e.g., in a macro zonezi with clearing
pricepzi

, a generatorgh is indifferent among bidding
bgh,zi

∈ (cgh+ε,zi
, pzi

). In games with this property
each Nash equilibrium corresponds to either an ESS
or an ESSet. Furthermore, no fully mixed Nash equi-
librium exists (i.e., in every Nash equilibrium at least
one agent acts a pure strategy) and no limit cycle is
admitted by degenerate games. The presence of ES-
Sets is strictly correlated to the degree of “degeneracy”
of the problem. The higher this degree, the larger the
presence of ESSets. We notice that, as the number of
generators increases, the number of indifferent actions
increases and thus also the degree of degeneracy. Thus,
we expect that the number of ESSets increases as the
number of generators increases. The positive result of
our analysis is that evolutionary agents always converge
to a Nash equilibrium, while the negative result is that
our evolutionary analysis does not allow one to selects
one equilibrium when multiple equilibria exist.

We report the detailed results of the analysis in the
basic setting with two generators,g1 andg2, operating
in a unique zone. This is the only case for which we
can graphically represent the trajectories of the agents’
strategies. With more generators, the trajectories can-
not be plotted. We shall use this analysis in the next
section where we shall compare the trajectories of evo-
lutionary agents with respect to trajectories of learn-
ing agents. Without loss of generality, we assume
cg1

< cg2
< RP ; no further assumption over the other

parameters is made. In Figs 6 and 7, in the horizontal
axis the probability ofbg1

= RP is reported, while
the vertical axis denotes the probability ofbg2 = RP ;
the triangle and the circle denote the initial state and
the final state of a trajectory of the dynamical system,
respectively.

If D > Qg1
+Qg2 , we have that the demand is larger

than the overall capacity of the generators. This case
is excluded from our analysis since the public agency
works in the attempt to avoid this situation.

If D = Qg1
+ Qg2

, there are two ESSets where, in
the first one,bg1 = RP with a probability equal to one
andbg2

= RP with a probability belonging to[0, 1],
whereas in the second onebg2

= RP with a probability
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Fig. 6. Trajectories of the dynamical system with replicator dynamics formulation, cases whenD < Qg1 + Qg2 . In subfigure (a), Qg1 > D

andQg2 > D; in subfigures (b), (c), (d), Qg1 < D andQg2 < D.

of one andbg1
= RP with a probability belonging to

[0, 1]. All the statea in the ESSets give the same payoffs
to the agents.

If D < Qg1
+Qg2

, we have eight possible cases that
can be grouped in four macro cases as follows.

– WhenQg1
> D andQg2

> D there is an ESSet
wherebg1

= RP with a probability of zero and
bg2 = RP with a probability belonging to[0, th]
whereth is a threshold that depends on the param-
eters. The pure Nash equilibrium belongs to the
monotonic class. In Fig. 6.a is shown an example
of this case in which the value of the threshold is
th ≃ 0.8.

– WhenQg1
< D andQg2

< D, in order to charac-
terize the equilibria, we need to consider the val-
ue of cg2

. In particular we are interested in the
values ofcg2

such that the sign ofa − c in the
normalized payoff matrix changes. In this case,

a−c = Qg1
(cg1

+ε−cg1)−(D−Qg2)(RP−cg1).
For this reason we identify the following three sub-
cases. Ifa−c > 0 (see Fig. 6.b), there is an ESSet
such thatbg2

= RP with a probability of one and
bg1

= cg2
with a probability belonging to[0, th]

whereth is a threshold that depends on the pa-
rameters (in the figureth ≃ 0.8). The pure Nash
equilibrium in the ESSet belongs to the monotonic
class. Ifa − c = 0 (see Fig. 6.c), the dynamical
behavior is exactly the one of the previous case.
If a − c < 0 (see Fig. 6.d), in addition to the
ESSet that is present in the two previous cases, a
pure strategy ESS appears wherebg1 = RP and
bg2

= cg2
+ ε. This Nash equilibrium belongs to

the non-monotonic class.
– WhenQg1

< D andQg2
> D there is an ESSet

wherebg1
= RP with a probability in the range

[0, 1] and bg2
= RP with a probability of one.
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Fig. 7. Trajectories of the dynamical system with replicator dynamics formulation, cases whenD < Qg1 + Qg2 . In subfigure (a), Qg1 < D

andQg2 > D; in subfigures (b), (c), (d), Qg1 > D andQg2 < D.

The pure Nash equilibria in the ESSet belong to
the monotonic class. Fig. 7.(a) shows an example
of this case.

– WhenQg1
> D andQg2

< D, in order to charac-
terize the equilibria, we need to consider the val-
ue of cg2

. In particular we are interested in the
values ofcg2

such that the sign ofa − c in the
normalized payoff matrix changes. In this case,
a−c = D(cg2

−cg1
)−(D−Qg2)(RP −cg1

). For
this reason we identify the following three subcas-
es. Ifa − c > 0 (see Fig. 7.b), there is an ESSet
wherebg1

= RP with a probability of zero and
bg2 = RP with a probability belonging to[0, th]
whereth is a value that depends on the parameters
(in the figureth ≃ 0.6). The pure Nash equilibri-
um belongs to the monotonic class. Ifa − c = 0
(see Fig. 7.c), there is an ESSet wherebg1

= RP
with probability belonging to[0, 1] andbg2 = RP

with a probability of zero. The pure Nash equi-
librium belongs to the non-monotonic class. If
a − c < 0 (Fig. 7.d), there is a unique ESS where
bg1

= RP and bg2 = cg2
+ ε. This pure Nash

equilibrium belongs to the non-monotonic class.

5.3. Learning agents’ strategy dynamics

The replicator dynamics described in the previous
section do not model satisfactorily the evolution of
the agents’ strategies in multi-agent based simulations.
This is mainly due to the fact that in muilti-agent based
simulations agents are not strictly evolutionary,but they
implement some sort of learning techniques. In order to
model satisfactorily the behaviors of the agents in these
simulations, we resort to a variant of replicator dynam-
ics that was presented in [30] and accurately models
the behavior of agents implementing theQ-Learning
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Fig. 8. Trajectories of the dynamical system with replicator dynamics formulation with mutation factor, cases whenQg1 < D andQg2 < D

anda − c < 0. ǫ = 0.0059 in (a), ǫ = 0.0125 in (b), ǫ = 0.02 in (c), andǫ = 10 in (d).

algorithm withBoltzmann exploration[26]. We recall
that the Q-Learning is the main reinforcement learning
algorithm [26]. The basic idea behind Q-Learning is to
associate a value calledQ-valueto each possible action
of each agent and to select the action to be undertaken
according to anǫ-greedy policy. More precisely, with
a probability of1 − ǫ an agent chooses the action that
maximizes the Q-value and with a probability ofǫ it
explores playing non-optimal actions.ǫ is calledex-
ploration rate. In the case an agent is exploring, Bolzt-
mann exploration forces an agent to select an action
with a specific criterion: the larger the expected utility
of an action, the larger the probability with which it is
chosen. Alearning rate, denoted byα ∈ (0, 1), deter-
mines to what extent the newly acquired information
will override the old information. A value of zero will
make the agent not learn anything, while a value of one
would make the agent consider only the most recent
information.

The replicator dynamics can be easily modified to
model the Q-Learning algorithm with Boltzmann ex-
ploration as follows:

ẋi,s = αxi,s

[(

es − xT
i

)

Pix−i

]

+

αǫxi,s

∑

k

xi,k ln

(

xi,k

xi,s

)

The second term oḟxi,s is calledmutation factor. We
apply the above replicator dynamics to the case studied
in the previous section.

We summarize the results of our evolutionary game
theoretical analysis and, then, we discuss them in detail
in the basic case study we analysed in the previous
section. The results are:

– different values ofα > 0 affect the noise to which
the trajectories are subjected, but they do not affect
the state to which the dynamical system converges;
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Fig. 9. Trajectories of the dynamical system with replicator dynam-
ics formulation with mutation factor, cases whenQg1 < D and
Qg2 < D anda − c > 0. ǫ = 0.005.

– agents implementing Q-Learning with Boltzmann
explorationalways converge to ESSs (if they exist)
for very small values ofǫ and never converge to
ESSets for any value ofǫ.

This last result is negative. Indeed, in the most cases the
game modeling the wholesale electricity market admits
only ESSets and does not admit any ESS. In these cases,
learning agents do not converge to Nash equilibrium
strategies. Furthermore, in order to reach a steady state
that is close to an equilibrium,ǫ should be very small.
In practical applications, the use of very small values of
ǫ should delay the convergence of the learning agents’
strategies and would require a long time for concluding
the simulation.

We report the details of the most significative results
related to our case study. We remark that, in each figure
in this section, in the horizontal axis the probability of
bg1

= RP is reported, and the vertical axis indicates
the probability ofbg2

= RP ; the triangle and the circle
denote the initial state and the final state of a trajectory
of the dynamical system, respectively.

The trajectories in Fig. 8 refer to the case depicted in
in Fig. 6.d in whichQg1

< D, Qg2
< D, anda−c < 0.

The values ofǫ areǫ = 0.0059 in (a), ǫ = 0.0125 in
(b), ǫ = 0.02 in (c), andǫ = 10 in (d). In this case, the
replicator dynamics without mutation factor converge
either to a pure strategy ESS or to an ESSet. Instead,
the replicator dynamics with mutation factor converges
only to the ESS whenǫ is very small and the ESSet is
never reached. This fact is confirmed by the analysis,
reported in Fig. 9, of the case depicted in Fig. 6.b in
which Qg1

< D, Qg2
< D, anda − c > 0. We used

a very small value ofǫ, precisely,ǫ = 0.005. In this
case, the replicator dynamics without mutation factor
converge to an ESSet. Instead, the replicator dynamics
with mutation factor do not converge to any ESS. The
trajectories are initially attracted by the ESSet, but the
presence of a non-nullǫ and of a continuum of Nash
equilibria (all those that belong to the ESSet) prevents
the trajectories to reach a stable state of the ESSet. In-
stead, they converge to a mixed strategy outside the
ESSet that is close to one of the two extremes of the
ESSet. The smaller the value ofǫ, the closer the dis-
tance between the stable state and such extreme. How-
ever, such distance does not go to zero neither when
ǫ is very small. As a result, we expect that when our
evolutionary analysis is applied to more complex mod-
els (as are those in multi-agent based simulations for
electricity markets) the agents will reach to play a Nash
equilibrium with a very small probability.

6. Conclusions and future works

In this paper, we focused on wholesale electricity
markets based on a central auction. Their deregula-
tion produced a number of new economic opportuni-
ties. We provided an algorithmic game theory study
that improves the state of the art related to both the mi-
croeconomic works and the multi-agent based simula-
tion ones. The microeconomic works on the wholesale
electricity markets provide models where the auction
mechanism is not considered. Our study enriches the
microeconomic models most studied in the literature
by introducing a model of the action mechanism cur-
rently adopted in real-world markets, provides an algo-
rithm to solve the auction winner determination prob-
lem (based on mixed integer linear mathematical pro-
gramming)and an algorithm to find the generators opti-
mal strategies (based on best response search with tabu
list). We discussed also how to improve efficiency of
the algorithms to solve problems with a large number of
generators. The existing/prior multi-agent based sim-
ulation works do not provide any formal study on the
optimality of the generators’ strategies. We resorted to
evolutionary game theory tools to characterize the be-
havior of, at first, evolutionary agents and, then, learn-
ing agents. We showed that, when there are ESSets,
learning agents do not converge to their equilibrium
strategies

In future, our intention is to extend the present work
along two main directions. The first one is the intro-
duction of uncertainty in the model, e.g., on the costs of
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the generators, and the study of how it affects the gen-
erators’ equilibrium strategies (similarly to [8]). The
second one is the determination of analytical bounds
over the convergence of learning agents’ strategies to
the equilibrium strategies as functions ofǫ and to extend
our analysis to more realistic agent-based simulation
approaches.
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